Carbon and Nitrogen Based Nanosheets as Fluorescent Probes with Tunable Emission.
2D carbon and nitrogen based semiconductors (CN) have attracted widespread attention for their possible use as low-cost and environmentally friendly materials for various applications. However, their limited solution-dispersibility and the difficulty in preparing exfoliated sheets with tunable photophysical properties restrain their exploitation in imaging-related applications. Here, the synthesis of carbon and nitrogen organic scaffolds with highly tunable optical properties, excellent dispersion in water and DMSO, and good bioimaging properties is reported. Tailored photophysical and chemical properties are acquired by the synthesis of new starting monomers containing different substituent chemical groups with varying electronic properties. Upon monomer condensation at moderate temperature, 350 °C, the starting chemical groups are fully preserved in the final CN. The low condensation temperature and the effective molecular-level modification of the CN scaffold lead to well-dispersed photoluminescent CN thin sheets with a wide range of emission wavelengths. The good bioimaging properties and the tunable fluorescence properties are exemplified by in situ visualization of giant unilamellar vesicles in a buffered aqueous solution as a model system. This approach opens the possibility for the design of tailor-made CN materials with tunable photophysical and chemical properties toward their exploitation in various fields, such as photocatalysis, bioimaging, and sensing.